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New Mexic~ NORM I., an afflli~te:of the National Organization f~r: the
Reform of Marijuana Laws, yesterday announced the .award of an
educational grant by .the New Mexico Humanities Council to the.
Psychology DepartmentatUNM and the New Mexico.NORML to produce
a series of five educational programs examining marijuana.
"T.he grant is worth $17,006 ~nd is federally financed," said Taylor
·
Edwards, press secretary for NORML.
The series will examine marijuana from a humanities perspective and
will be presented-from Nov. 13 to Dec. 2. The program intends to review·
marijuana from a medical and scientific standpoint.
The Humanities Council grant offers $8,400 in direct funds with the
balance to be providec) in the form of service by UNM and New Mexico
NORML.
Dr. Douglas Ferraro of the Psychology Department and Howard Turk
are the grant directors. ·
"I have been involved in marijuana research for a number of years,"
said Dr. Ferraro. "UNM feels it has an important educational function to
branch out of academic life into every day reality."
''We believe this is a great opportunity for the people of New Mexico to
view marijuana on the basis of facts, .not myths," said Louis Tempkin,
· state coordinator for NORML, "and to realize the impact of marijuana on
legislation and people's lives!'
, When asked what the expectations were once fact and myth had been
separated, Turk replied, "We hope that it will be informative. No influence is intended."
However; later in the .interview Temp kin said NORML is confident of
the outcome and expects it's viewpoint to be supported.
The format of the series is to feature a guest speaker followed by a panel
of local citizens for questions and answers. Dr. Ferarro will serve as
~
moderator for the panels.
Tempkin said, "We have no editorial power over any of the series'
content. That is solely determined by the guest speaker."
.
The program will be at Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Farmington, Las Cruces
.
and Portales respectively.
N.ORML expects a participation of 300 to 500 people Turk said.
NORML was granted $3000 for promotion expenses.
NORML stressed impartiality but will be introducing a bill for ·
decriminalization of marijuana in mid-November.
"The bill is already drafted," said Tempkin. "Waiting until November
is a m!Jlter of timing.''
.
When asked about the biU to legalize marijuana that Sen. Barboa in• tellds_ to in.troduce ~nto;t}te., next Jegisl<Ltive session, Alex Kapla11, state.
policy"'cOOfa'iiiaiOt''said, "We will not be supporting Sen. Barboa's bill.
The time is not appropriate for legalization. We are more conservative
than that."

Photo by Chrl:ftlne m•ff'mu•••a

Holll(ard Turk, grant coordinator for NORML; Douglas Ferraro of UNM's psychology
department; and Louis Tempkin, state coordinator for NORML (left to right), at press conference Tuesday.
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Chicano Studies Seeks Freedom

UNM Proposal Rejected
By Tim Higgins
and Bill Wooten
The Chicano Student Policy
Committee Tuesday decided to
form a committee to draw up a
proposal seeking self-determination
in the reorganization of the
Chicano Studies Program.
The meeting followed a
unanimous vote Monday by a
group of students rejecting UNM's
proposal for reorganization of the
Chicano Studies Program. Students

City T 0 StudY U. Parking Problems
By Joe Donnelly
The request, introduced by counThe Albuquerque City Council 'cil members Marion Cottrell, Alan
voted unanimously in favor of · Reed and Jack Kolbert (all of
requesting Mayor Harry Kinney to whom teach at UNM), states that
create an eight-member ad hoc UNM and T-VI would both apcommittee to study parking point two persons to the task force.
The mayor would appoint the
problems in the University area at a
council meeting Monday night.
remaining four members that must
The ad hoc task force would be include two from the Planning and
established in cooperation with / Transportation departments, one
UNM and the Albuquerque to represeni: residents in the area,
Technical-Vocational Institute on and another to represent apartment
Coal and Buena Vista SE, to define. building owners. The mayor
what the study of parking problems would also designate the chairwould include and provide advice person.
to correct the problems.
The task force would:

LDBD

from this group will make up the
committee writing the proposal.
According to the University's
proposed reorganization, Chicano
Studies would be placed under the
administration of either the College
of Arts and Sciences, the College of
Education, Associate Provost
ciinton Adams or ViceP.resident of
Regional and Community Affairs
Alex Mercure.
The group's proposal is .to be
introduced for discussion in a
meeting Tuesday, Oct. 12 at 3 p.m.
in Chicano Studies.
Margaret Garcia, a member of
the policy committee, said the
· decision was 'an act of ''independence. We want to determine
our own destiny in such areas as the
hiring of faculty and the structure
, and content of our curriculum."
A statement initiated Monday
night by Robert Griego, UNM
mathematics professor and former
director of Chicano Studies, advocated the rejection of the
prQposed reorganization of
Chicano Studies as "premature in
view of reorganization of UNM at
its highest levels" and urged the

creation of a committee to "draw
up a list of affirmative concerns
and demands for the administration
of Chicano Studies, with selfdetermination as being an item of
concern."
Also at Tuesday's meeting, the
Rules Committee presented a
Statement of Politics and
Philosophy consolidating the internal structure of the Chicano
Studies. The consolidation includes
the creation of a Chicano Students
Advisory Board composed of all
interested students with two
coordinators-one academic and
one.student.

-define objectives of the study,
There will be four committees
identify causes of the problems in
formed integrating academic afthe UNM area and recommend
fairs, student. services, community
solutions, including changes in city
issues and organizations and
cqdes;
student organizations. There will be
-make-recommendations to the
a subcommittee from each charged
mayor, the University president,
with reviewing the actions of the
.and the vice president of T-VI
committees.
· regarding funding and procedure
of the study;
·· "Up until now," Garcia said,
"our forces have been spread all
-make recommendations of
how interested citizens in the area
over campus and now they're
.could have input;
coming under one administrative
-study the effects of inorgan."
stitutional planning and parking
policies;
-hold at least one public
hearing 'on the final draft of the
study; and
-review and make recommendations on improvements of
public transportation.
Councilman Cottrell said the increase enrollment at T-VI and
''severe parking problems" on the
UNM campus have attributed
significantly to the problem in the
past two years.
Cottrell said ·overbuilding of
apartments in the area without
adequate parking facilities and an
influx of students parking illegally
on private property is aggravating
the problem.
He said he hoped the study
would help to coordinate parking·
policies at the two schools, and
The Chicano Student Policy Committee decided Thursday
study the affects new policies to seek independence from the University in reorganization
would have on side street parking.
of the Chicano Studies progr~m.
Frank Kleinhentz, city chief administrative officer, said in an interview yesterday that the city
would act on the- request by the
council.
He said they would try to get a
key city official "to put it all
The controversial statement made by t'ormer Secretary of
together."
.
Agriculture
Earl Butz is revealed and discusse~ in today's editorial Qh
. "I imagine we'll assign Ed Beck,
page
4.
·
·
•
(Transportation Dept. director),"
Kleinhentt said.

What Did Butz Say?
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~ Chinese Radioactive Fallout Cloud Hits US
t;)
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By UnUed Prells lnlernational

A cloud of radioactive fallout
from
a Chinese nuclear blast nine
0
0 days ago moved across the United
o States, and heavy weekend rains
.g showered small amounts on the
..,:1 Pacific Northwest and along the
~ East Coast, federal and state of-

~ ~~c~~~s ~~o~~dr~~e~~~Yth~h~~r~:n~
'>8< levels" to public health or safety.
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While the amounts were small,
officials said it was the most
radioactivity detected in the United
States since the height of U.S. and
Russian nuclear testing in the atmosphere in the 1950s and early
1960s.
.
Radioactivity was reported after
heavy rain Saturday in the Pacific
Northwest, and beginning Sunday
in New York, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Maryland and South
Carolina.
"The levels of fallout that have
occurred do not present any risk to
public health and safety," a
spokesman for the Federal Energy,
and Development
Research
Administration (ERDA) said in
Washington.

The agency said that in areas
where it rained heavily, radioactive
fallout had been detected from
coast to coast since a nuclear explosion in the atmosphere on Sept;
26 at the Lop Nor testing site in
western China.
·
Health officials said 'there was
"some potential concern" that milk
from cows might -have been -contaminated by Iodine 131, which is
picked up by the thyroid gland. ' .
Dr. James Liverman, assistant
ERDA administrator for energy
and safety, said the fallout is not
dangerous1"at the current levels at
which it has been detected." He
said contamination "should not be
of a hazardous level" for ·persons·
who came in contact with rainfall.
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By United Press International

S. Africa Meeting Site·Set
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa-Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian
Smith and Black Nationalist leaders have agreed on a site. for a conference to set up an interim multiracial government British Minister
of State for African Affairs Ted Rowlands said toda~.
Rowlands declined to say where or when the meeting would be held
or who would attend.
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Second Debate Tonight

If
I

President Gerald Ford and former Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter are
scheduled to debate tonight at 7:30p.m. in their second debate in a
.series of three sponsored by the League of Women Voters. Tonight's
topic will ~e restricted to foreign affairs.
Harris also told the Farm and Industrial Equipment Institute's annual convention that most voters don't seem to be satisfied with either
candidate.
"Ford has the most to gain in the next debate because the GOP has
been winning the most when it concentrates on foreign affairs," he
said.
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but the iodine, when it lands on Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Long
grass and is eaten by cows, forms Island, New York, and South
Carolina beginning early Sunday.
concentration in milk.
"At the levels recorded thus far,
He said that in milk, the exposure
the
fallout appears to be no more
to an infant would be about 3
than
1 per cent of the level at which
milliroentgens or less. The level at
Environmental
Protection Agency ·
which the government demands
corrective ·action be taken is 5,000 guidelines recommend that some
precautionary actions be taken.''
milliroentgens.
Margret Reilly, chief of nuclear
"So we're well below 1 per cent surveillance for the Pennsylvania
of any dose level that would be of Bureau of Radiological Health,
concern," he said.
said fallout also was reported in
"A cloud carrying- radioactive Baltimore, Md.
fallout moved east across the
'~The fallout was similar to or a
Pacific· and was detected in the
Pacific Northwest on Saturday," a little bit higher than we found in the
spokesman for ERDA said. "The .tate 1950s and early '60s when the
radioactivity also was reported United States and Russia ·were
from monitoring stations in eastern doing atmospheric testing, but it .
.._..._...----..:t won't be around as long as it was
then," Reilly said. "We've been
through this before and we now
know what to do about it. People
are concerned because we're just
not used to it any more."
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Thomas Cashman, head of the
Bureau of Radiation for the New .
~ York State Department of·
Environmental Conservation, said
·radioactivity had been detected
~ after heavy rainfall in the New
York City metropolitan area and on
I Long
Island during the weekend.
"The rainfall brought
He
said,
1·
1
down radioactive water" from the
· cloud moving eastward across the
country.

Callaway Guilty in Ski Scandal
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WASHINGTON-A Senate subcommittee has concluded that
President Ford's former campaign director, Howard "Bo" Callaway,
used undue pressure while secretary of the Army to influence the
Forest Service's favorable decision on expansion of his Colorado ski
resort.
Callaway was forced to resign as Ford campaign chairman earlier
this year when details were published about his efforts to obtain use
of additional government land on Snodgrass Mountain in Colorado
for expansion of his nearby Crested Butte Ski Resort.

By the Lobo Theatre
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6radua,ing Engineers:
If our hsar,·s in
Ban Franciseo

"Where there was no rainfall
there were no significant increases
and where there was rainfall there
were very signifkant increases" in
radioactivity, Cashman said.

FAT
HUMPHREY'S

Russia in Debt to US
LONDON-The Soviet Union and its Communist satellites have
run up debts to the United States, West Germany and other Western
countries that will amount to nearly $40 billion by the end of this
year, figures from the Export Times and unofficial Soviet sources
disclosed Monday.
Approximately one-third of the total debt, $13 billion, is owed by
the Soviet Union, while East Germany owes $2.5 billion.
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Human Testing of Grass OK'd
WASHINGTON-Acting on the appeal of a man who claims he
needs marijuana to keep from going blind, Federal Drug Regulation
agencies have approved human tests of the drug for treatment of
glaucoma, government spokesmen said Tuesday.
Tf1e unusual "compassionate" approval for closely controlled
studies by a Howard University professor may involve up to 50
. patients, who either will be given marijuana capsules or allowed to
smoke marijuana to determine its effectiveness in relieving pressure
within the eyeball from glaucoma.

Med Tech Applicants ~-llfilfil ~

~L~~~S:,~ ~r~!,i!!~,~-;,~!!,~ !lfltttt ilentgnJ i
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interested in the Medical
Technology Program at UNM will
be discussed in a meeting today at
3:30 p.m. in Room 258 of the
Biology Bldg.
Dr. Kenneth Maehara, director
of the Laboratory Sciences
Program at UNM, will discuss the
ways "to improve a student's
chances against the very tough
competition that exists in trying to
enter the Med Tech Program," said
D r. D a~1. d L ~n d au, me d.Jca I
technologtst adv1sor and assistant
professor of biology.
The
Medical
Technology
program at UNM, Maehara said,
consists of one year of clinical work
after students have completed at
least 96 hours of required courses.
At the end of the year, the students
must pass a test which then entitles
them to bachelor degrees in Medical
Technology.
During six months of the
program, the students attend
classes in the morning and labs in
the afternoon on the North
Campus. The second six months
consist of the students working in
the labs of one of the five major
hospitals in the city (BCMC,
Lovelace Clinic, V.A. Hospital,
Presbyterian or St. Joseph's),
Maehara said.
Each hospital has an educational
coordinator who makes sure each
student rotates through the five
major sections of a laboratory
which are hematology, chemistry,
immuno-hematology,
microbiology and urinalysis.
Upon receiving a degree, most
medical technologists work in a
hospital lab testing, running
analysis of body fluids or trying to
identify diseases, Maehara said.
From 50 to 80 students apply for
the program each year and 24 are
.accepted, Maehara said, "A whole
gamut of students apply.
Undergraduates, graduates and
students with master's degtces
apply," he said.
The main criteria for acceptance
is a good basic academic
background, Maehara added. "We
try to find people who· show some
interest in the program. The only
way we can view that is if they take
the time or have the opportunity to
work in a lab. We take in letters of
recommendation also and each
student is interviewed by myself,
two other staff members and each

program," he said,
Landau said the purpose of the
meeting today is to aid students
since the competition is so tough.
The competition is just as tough for
in-state students applying for the
meo tech program as it is for instate students applying for medical
school," he said.
"What is required, what is highly
recommended and what tricks can
be used to put the student one notch
higher will be discussed," he said.
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SOMETHING TO CROW ABOUT!

PEACE CORPS AND
VISTA ARE
COMI!'-JG
USE
YOUR
DEGREE
INA
DIFFERENT
WAY.

I

INTERVIEWING
Placement Office
Mesa Vista Hall
& Law School
Placement

ON CAMPUS
Oct. 27, 28, 29

INFORMATION TABLE;
Student Union

Revolutionary War Lecture Set
A free public lecture on family
life and politics during the
American revolutionary war will be
given at UNM on Thursday, Oct. 7
by a visiting scholar.
Kenneth S. Lynn of the Johns
Hopkins University history
department will speak on "Family
Life and Politics: The Patriots and
Loyalists of the American
Revolution." The lecture will begin
at 8 p.m. in Room 147 of Woodward Hall.
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266-1981

3624 Central SE

Mare lslind is hiring!
Live in the heart of Northern California-America's most
famous work and play land. Ideal, smog-free climate,
short drive to the Golden Gate, the wine country, lots
morel
Work in a challenging environment at the West Coast's
oldest and best-known naval institution, with unmatched
potential for professional growth, reward and
recognition . .

'

Get the facts on civilian career opportunities.
Col')tact your Placement Office.

Campus interviews:

SAN
. FRANCISCO

An Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Ci~izenship Required

OCT. 12

just east of carlisle
210WyomingN.E.
5600 McCloud N .E.
Open weekends until 2:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
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Box20, University P.O., UNM
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Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102,
277-4202.
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Madrid, as well as Japan's Kyoto
Summer Seminar in American
Studies.
While at UNM, Lynn will meet
with honors students and will speak
in Englisfi, history and American
Studiesclasses.

Lynn's two-day visit to UNM is
sponsored by the University chapter
of Phi Beta Kappa, a natiortal
scholastic honorary society.

NOW OPEN SUNDAY

• • Tfo2,~.-\'e w M\!xicu

A specialist in American literary
and intellectual history, Lynn is the
author of books about William
Dean Howells and Mark Twain.
He has taught at Harvard, Federal
City College, the University of
of

l<Jll(l· it. ~.t1NJShNI
Monday througl1 Friday every regular week
the Univers11y year and weekly dtiring the sumtner session by the Board or Student Publications
of the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associaled with UNM. Second class
posttlgc paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico
87131. Subscriplion rate is $10.00 for the
academic year.
The opinions e~prcsscd on the editorial pages
o( T/1(! Dally LvM are d1osc or the author solely.
Unsigned opinion is that oft he cdilorlal board of
The Daily Lobo. Nothing printed in T!1c Daily
Lobo n~:ccssarily represents the views or the
University o rNew Mexico.
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when you save for security-with us
You can bank on a sure thing when you save with
us! Because we insure your savings up to $40,000!
That means that you never have to worry about loss
of capital. It's there when you need it, earning full
interest. We'll work out a savings plan just fer you.
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False ideas Surrqund Handicapped

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective

persons, a difference of 30 million, employers indulge themselves with
This week is National Employ the said David Rekward, a gr;~duate half-truths such as hiring a hanPhysically Handicapped Week. It student with Department of dicapped individual will increase
insurance rates or that the disabled
was established by Congress in Guidance and Counseling:
Diabetes, cerebral palsy and even will be more likely to be absent.
August 1945.
And some employers are led by
The available definitions of psychological · problems can be
misguided
impressions of the
"handicapped" versus "normal" handicaps. However, all too often
immobility
of
the handicapped in
cover such a wide range that most people only consider the
regards
to
"How
will they get to
estimates of the numbers of known visual or obvious, which is actually
handicapped persons range from 7 a small percentage of the han- work?" or "What would they do in
case of fire?"
to 20 per cent of the population or dicapped.
In most cases, the disabled.
Why hire the handicapped? Most
from 14 million to 44 million
person has already made the adjustments to every-day living and
can handle most situations .
"Statistics show that handicapped individuals miss 1.2 out of
100 working days, while "normal"
employees miss 3.1 out of 100
working days," said Rekward.
•
By Dolores Wood
By hiring the handicapped, the
Water has been decaying the ceiling along the walkway between
Woodward Hall and 'the bookstore, University Architect Van Dorn employer is actually supporting
Hooker said. The joint connecting these two buildings leaks when it rains, what he, as a taxpayer, has already
invested money in-a highly
allowing water to soak through the gypsum board in the ceiling.
successful
rehabilitation program.
"The walkway is made out of concrete, and concr.ete expands," he said.
The expansion joint allows the buildings to move with the concrete and
"Approximately $2 billion a year
keeps the buildings from cracking when the concrete expands.
of federal funds supports
"We had the same problem with the joint leaking at Ortega Hall," he rehabilitation progr<~ms," said
said. "We put a gutter underneath the leak there.
Rekward.
"We went in with a new typ'e of elastic sealing to stop the leak at the
However, with the billions spent
bookstore, but it didn't work," he said. "The gutter, I guess, is probably
for rehabilitation, the disabled still
the best answer.''
have
little place to go for work.
Hooker said he did not know how much the gutter would cost. The
construction firm paid for the gutter in Ortega Hall, he said.
"I think the firm is obligated to pay for it," he said. "The joint has been
Eyeglasses &
giving us problems ever since it was put in."
By Christine Hammond
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What Butz Said
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The big question for the past couple of days has been, "What did Earl
..,; Butz actually say?"
Context aside, he said, " ... coloreds only want three things ... First, a tight
.,
gp pussy; second, loose shoes; and third, a warm place to shit."
0..

The fact that this question is asked and the way the "answers" are
given pose an interesting journalistic problem. The printed media arll not
responding to readers' needs by side-stepping the question.
A quote by a man which causes him to resign is a quote which
·
Americans should know.

(The LOBO, for economic reasons, does not leave its UPI machine running over the weekend and therefore missed the editors' note which contained the quote.)
Put into context, here is the episode as reported in the Los Angeles
Times:
"(John Dean, of Watergate fame, reported the incident for the Rolling
Stone magazine. Th.e incident occurred in a conversation aboard an
airliner after the Republican National Convention in August.)
"Dean wrote that he ,had been talking with singer Pat Boone when
[Butz] walked down the aisle and stopped to chat. He reported that Boone
had asked why the Republican Party could not attract more black voters.
" 'I'll tell you why you can't attract coloreds,' Dean quoted [Butzl as
replying. 'Because coloreds only want three things. You know whal they
are?'
"When Boone shook his head, Dean reported that the official t_hen said:
'First, tight ----;(woman's sexual organ); second, loose shoes; and third,
a warm place to ----(defecate).'"
The El Paso Times took a stab at reporting it by using the quote but
substitutinQ p---y and s--t for pussy and shit.
Both of these efforts to report the quote are better than what the two
downtown dailies offered, but the first report and probably the second
leave the reader wondering which word to substitute for woman's sexual
organ. This matter is not a crossword puzzle. It is an incident which caused
the man who is seventh in the line of succession to the U.S. presidency to
resign.
The New Mexican tried to get out of taking any blame for not reporting
the quote by saying both the wire services "excluded the comments from
their news reports because the comment may be highly objectionable to
many readers." (Emphasis added.)
We can see that this attitude might a'pply to radio and television news,
because broadcast news has more of an impact on children. Children are
apt to be listening to the news and will notice the quote on television, but
would probably·not bother to read it in print. (KUNM did use the quote after a pronounced warning that tl)e quote would be repeated.)
However, newspapers are not serving their readers' needs by leaving
out the quote.
Butz' slur against Italians and Roman Catholics on the matter of Pope
Paul's stand on birth control ("He no playa da game, he no maka da
rules") was reported verbiJtim and he was forced to make a public
apology. It seems only fair that Americans be allowed to judge for themselves the scale of offense Butz committed in his racial slur.
Ironically, the Tuesday Tribune editorial said, "It was Dean ... who recorded Butz' anti-black story for posterity... " How is that possible, when the
majority of the media in Albuquerque chose to use a euphemism?
We feel the two downtown dailies and other papers should have printed
the quote and let the readers see for themselves what caused Butz to Jose
his job.
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Staff,. All athet colur;nns, cartoons
arid letters represent the opinion
of the author and do not necosS<irily

teflect:the views of the staff.

Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

Contact Lenses

Purity of the Soul; Thoughts Germina~e
By Mark Lamborn
Today, our great republic is
being assaulted by a social
disease so terrifying and so
disgusting that many of our
citizens hide their heads in
shame rather than admit that
they have it. Athlete's foot attacks men and women in all
walks of life. It knows no social
barriers and can strike when
least expected.
How is this vile disgusting
and sickening di~ease contracted? In Dr. William H.
Hi·ckengompec's book, The

Moral
Implications
of
Athlete's Foot, he states th~t
"a clean and pure heart Will
protect one from athlete's
foot." One rnust come to the
conClusion that purity of the
soul and purity of the toes go
hand in foot. However, let us
not assume that just because
someone catches this revolting
social disease they should not
be denigrated in our eyes. Dr.
Hickengomper also states that
"Some people are inferior to
others and we rnust do what we
can for them."

Two Quotes to Thilik About

Car Workshop Sat., Oct. 16
A car-fundamentals workshop,
co-sponsored by A Woman's
Gallery Bookstore and UNM's
Women's Center, will be held .
Saturday Oct. 16 from 9 a.m. until
12 noon at A Woman's Gallery,
300 F Central Ave. NE.
The workshop is being taught-by
Lee Walker, founder of Dianic
Mechanics, a women's automotive
learning center in Los Angeles·
Topics will cover the basic
maintenance and repair of a car,

Among the causes of
athlete's foot are hanging
around doorstops and
prolonged contact with nonAmericans or improper hygiene.
Essentially, people of base
rnoral character spread this pernicious condition.
The immediate effect of
athlete's foot can· be physical
P. a i n a n d e m o t i o n a I
degradation, but the ultimate
effect, like the ultimate cause,
goes much deeper. It cuts into
the very rnoral fabric of our
society. As Professor R.B. Mor,
nog, Ph. D., of Harvard University, said in his graduation address at Oxford, "The fate of
western civilization hangs in the
balance. We must not, we cannot a•llow the further
debasement of our society. We
must destroy this vulgar social
disease at all costs, before it
gets inside our shoes." J. can
only add that if man does not
take up the Desenex soon and
stamp out the blight of athlete's
foot, it may consume all of us.

Editor:
Pertaini!'lg to the issue of Joseph Montoya vs. Harrison Schmitt,
here is a quote from Andrew Jackson's first annual message to
Congress in December 1829:
· "The duties of all public offices are, or at least admit of being
~
made, so plain and simple that men of intelligence may readily
qualify themselves for their performance, and I cannot but
believe that more is lost.by the long continuance of men in office than is generally to be gained by experience."
Thus, rotation in office became established.
And here's an annotation from Jack Anderson's Political Profiles
(Sept. 30, 1976):
"Capitol Hill is populated with politicians of all shades .... Sen.
Joseph Montoya, th"e New Mexico Democrat, is the vainest
man in the Senate. Once, he furiously scribbled f]Otes during
a televised Senate hearing. An aide peeked over his shoulder
to see what he was writing. The paper was covered with the
word, "Montoya, Montoya, Montoya" over and over again in Editor:
big bold letters."
In response to the letter of comThink about it.
plaint concerning the Posh Bagel,
R.W. Robinson we want to apologize for the inand misunderstanding
.bY Garry Trudeau convenience
pertaining to our half-price sandwich coupon. We are a new
business and did not intend to
YOIJM!iAN,
TJIIJR&'s
A
""-"'
""'
,.,.._
mislead
our customers. Because of .
REPIJBUrA/1' u:••> .::71{(, 1 ::>
the
misunderstanding,
we are runIIJHO?
R/JNNING
TRAfJmONAI...
ning another cougon in th.e LOBO
7lJO?/ I
I
Monday. This coupon will includeall items on the menu served on a
bagel excluding the Inflation Posh.
Please feel free to voice future
complaints to us-we are here to
serve you.
Ed Waksman
Sheryl Waksman
David Fogel
Laura Casselman
..............
Ilene Bergman
The Posh Bagel

)

information on how to deal with
professional mechanics, how to
save money on a car when it isn't
running, and descriptions and
definition of car parts.
Registration and prepayment are
required by Oct. 8 at A Woman's
Gallery Bookstore. Payment is
nonrefundable.
For further information call the
UNM's Women's Centei' _at 2773716.

covering the subjects of mental
retardation as a social problem,
cross-cultural evaluation of exceptionality, the dynamics of
desegregation and latent functions
of intelligence testing in schools.
Mercer's address is at 8 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 27 at the Hilton
Inn. A ·donation of $2.50 .is
required.

ASUNM PEC and
Speakers Committee
Presents:

iC) Walt OISMY Productions

STARTS FRIDAY
Special Late Show Fri. &
Sat. night only, At 11:45
Fantasia Album, posters, & T-shirts
to be given away at door

at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co.

LOUISIANA MALL
C'INEMA

/next door to Cosey Rexal Drug}
Lom&s at Washington 255-6329

1-40 & LOUISIANA BLVD.

299 .. 4412

The Los Angeles Times reported
on Gallo Chablis Blanc:
-L•o-ooo~0-0

0~-

"Brilliant white wine ...
worth twice the price!'

Retarded Child Expert Speaks
Dr. Jane Mercer, a leading
authority on the socio-cultural
factors involved in diagnosis of
mentally retarded minority
children, will deliver the keynote
address for the fall Conference of
the Council for Exceptional
Children.
Mercer has published articles

IQI-by OUf;NII. VISTA DISTRIBUTION CO., INC.

R~·releas~d

Harry Waugh, in Diary of a Winetaster:
.. -.!.....----

----- · - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - -

~

~-'

-·- -·----

-----

"Good colour, a pleasant fragrant
bouquet, an attractive flavour•. !'

Newsday
reported:
---·------~-,.

-------

-

--

---· --·-

"Gallo makes an excellent Chablis Blanc
that is an outstanding value .. !'

Advertisers
Apologize.
For Coupon

I

~

Editorial

. ~~-'

Ra·inwater Causes
Decay in U. Ceilings

::::

The Journal and the Tribune reported the remark in euphemisms.
These papers both subscribe to and are members of the United Press International, and the Associated Press wire services. Both wire services
carried the quote in a note to the editors which gave editors the opportunity of placing the quote into the wire service story in place of the
euphemisms. Neither of the papers made that substitution.

.............

Managing Editor
Teresa Coin
Arts & Media
Ken Walston

News Editor
Joseph Donnelly

Sports Editor
Tirn Gallagher

Asst. News Editor
David M. Flynn

'fry it. Judge it. Enjoy it. Thste the excellence.

-.~·

.Advertising Manager.
Harry Chapman
Copy Editor
Karen Moses
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PROGRAM TO INCLUDF. STAR TREK HIGHLIGHTS

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1976
POPEJOY HALL 2 SHOWS 7:00 & 10:00 PM
RESERVE SEATING TICKETS $4,00 and $5.00
AVAILABLE AT:
A.T.A. CORONADO CENTER-883-1080
GENERAL STORE
SUB for Student Discount

Gallo Chablis Blanc
Thste The Excellence
Chablis Blanc of California. Gallo Viney.ards, Modesto, California.

•

Tucker Golfers Tee Off;
Lobos Given Good· Shot

JQmes Succeeds Christie
What I am talking about is the
sophistication of the British
detective from Scotland Yard, who
* • •
writes rather decent poetry in his
spare
time, was raised as a vicar's
P.D. James/Shroud for a
son
and
handles murders that were
Nightingale/ Popular Library, 287
carefully planned and executed to
pages, $1.25
the point where they resemble the
Book Review By Orlando Medina
Murder can be such a romantic choreography of a ballet.
We have this touch of civiliz'ed
crime at times. Now I am not
talking about murders where the murder and its subsequent invictim got a quick blow from a vestigation in P.O. James'
cheap wine bottle in a barroom character, chief superintendent
brawl or murder by pushing some Adam Dalgliesh, the hero of A
drunk's face into a bowl of onion Mind to Murder and Shroud for a
dip until he or she stops breathing.
Ni{!htinKale.
·

P.D. James/A Mind to Murder/ Popular Library, 256 pages,
$1.50

Tonight

Wind

and
Silver

Okie's/\
~~"\?i.J
"lnexponslvellbotlons Ane
Efficacious Entortalnrnent"

-~

SUB Theatre

..

Film Guide
By Miguel Gandert

.

Corduroy·
Big Bells

Populo.r Enterto.inment Committee
Presents

In A Mind to Murder, the reader
is brought to a London psychiatric
clinic where the chief administrator
is found in the basement with a
bruise on her head, a cold steel
chisel in her even colder heart and a
patient's wooden sculpture nestled
to her bosom.
Shroud for a Nightingale takes
Dalgliesh to a British hamlet where
one student nurse volunteered to
demonstrate a force feeding with
warm milk. However, some sinister
character substituted . warm
disinfectant for the warm milk and
the student nurse's innards are
permanently sterilized. Later, a
second student nurse enjoys a hot
mug of whiskey and lemon with
just a. slight dash of rose insecticide.
Later we learn this second nurse is
several months illegitimately
pregnant in addition to sharing the
first nurse's terminal condition.
P .D. James is attempting to slip
into the drawing room detective's
chair left .vacant by Agatha Christie
and she seems to be occupying the
chair quite nicely.
In both novels, James builds
what appears to be a simple
labyrinth of clues in a classic
whodunit but, the labyrinth has
several false doors and the result is
more of a whodidn'tdoit.
A Mind to Murder is chock full
'o' nuts and the majority of them
are dressed

•

Bene Sandwiche
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·vegetarian
Restaurant and Store
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3118 Central SE (2lf, Blocks East ol' Girard)
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Mon. thru Sun. 11:30-9:00 255-7640
Thank you for not smoking
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PIRG Elections

!
' !* Student Activists Wanted To
*!* Serve On Board Of Directors
The .UNM go/~ tea~ was given a pretty good chance at
beatmg favonte Bngham Young in the Tucker Golf Invitational which began this morning.
San Diego State, Stephen F. Austin
and BYU as the schools who entered one team and/or just entered
individuals in the tournament.
Entered for the UNM women on
an individual basis are Benita
from the tee to the green," said Aguilar, Claudia Tadness ana
Mc,Guire.
Michelle Marckstein.
Competing for the UNM men
will be upstart Mark Pelletier,
Mitch Mooney who is just coming
off a fine sixth-place finish in the
Rocky Mountain Classic, Mike
Glennon, Monty Carrico, Jeff
Fulwiler and Harold Garrison.
Head coach of the UNM
women's team, Henry Sandles, said
that he expects the team to finish
about fifth-place in the women's
division.
Competing for the UNM women
will be Barbara Berry, Nancy
Romero, Carla Muir, Cindy
Kelliher and Laurie Steenrod.
The UNM women's team join
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At 107 C Cornell SE

!
*!
**~
*!*
*!*
**
!*

For Details.
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Of A Public Interest Research
Stop By The NMPIRG Office
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Wet
ednesdays
At Rosa's
All Drinks
50¢
Live Band
867-9983

·~

;'

"'

LAST FOUR DAVS
All Pop Artist Folio's
Music and Sheet Music

8amto5pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

October 17
8:00Pm Johnson G!::Jm

Also; Vocal collections,
and Piano & Or~an Books

.,..,,. _,

Tickets Avo.llo.ble.o.t: Goldst(eet Circus·;
Odyssey Records: General Store;
Albuquerque Ticket Agency, Coronado Center:
Candymo.n, In So.nto. Fe: UNm SUB Box Office, For Student Discount,

842-6991
Featuring Italian Sandwiches
Now 2 Locations

2805 San Mateo NE 881·7799 Mon thru Sat 10·8 Sun 10-3
1601 4th NW 243-2543 Mon thru Fri 10-3

•··
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Donor Center

Liona Boyd
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Blood
Plasma
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Earn $15.00a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Lightfoot
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Do You Need
Cash?

Gotdon
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By John Griego
The highly prestigious 22nd
' annual William H. Tucker
Invitational Golf Tournament for
college men and women got underway today with the men teeing\)ff at 7:30 a.m. and the women
beginning at 8 a.m ..
The tournament is named after
the famous golf course architect
William H. Tucker Sr. Tucker was
also a professional golfer· and
designed many golf courses across
the United States before his death
on Oct. 7, 1954.
He was the architect of the UNM
Golf Course and also served as its
first greenskeeper .where his
namesake tournament has become
an annual event in college golf.
This will be the tenth year that
the Tucker has been held at the
UNM South Golf Course which is
rated as one of the 100 greatest golf
courses in the U.S. by Golf Digest
Magazine. In its first 12 years of
existence, the Tucker was held at
the UNM North Course which was
one of the first courses to break the
7,000 yard barrier in America.
This year's tournament features
an 18-team field for the men golfers
while the women's field sports an
entry total of 14 teanis with individual entries from an additional
four schools.
The favorite roles go to the
Cougars of BYU in the men's
division while the women from
Tulsa University are given the nod
in the women's competition.
In last . year's Tucker, BYU
finished second to Wake Forest
University in the men's division
while Tulsa's women were walking
away from their nearest competitors.
The men's version of the Tucker
is a 4-round-72-hole tournament,
one of only three 72-hole tournaments in men's college golf
today.
The women compete in a 3round-54-hole tournament which
ends on Friday Oct. 8, one day
prior to the conclusion of the men's
competition.
Head golf coach of the UNM
men's team, Dick McGuire, said his
team's chances of capturing the
Tucker title, for only the second
time in the tournament's history,
are excellent.
"We have the home course
advantage plus our boys all have
one tournament under their belts
now and we should be ready to
go.''
"[ think we're an all round solid
team but I think we're strongest

In spite of the tact there were only three films shown at the SOB Theatre
last week, attendance looked better than usual. Thanks for supporting the
Film Committee. For those who went to see the Dodard film, My Life to
Li~e, the F~lm Committee has asked to apologize for the film not showing.
The film did not show because it never arrived. United Parcel Service in
New York is on strike so the film is still somewhere between here and New
York. Well, I guess that's life, but I sure wanted toseethatone.
This week the SUB Theatre's program is varied and hopefully there will
be films for all persuasions. Starting the week's program on Wednesday
night the theatre will show three early films by women. Inside White Slave
Traffic (1913) is a film made in the wake of the 1911 Rockerfeller White
slave report and other investigations into vice in New York. The second
film, Streets of Forgotten Women (1925) is a film on prostitution which
includes a very sensational rape scene. These two films are very expl~itative
and good examples of closed mindedness on women's issues. The last film
in the group is Her Defiance (1916), which is a documentary film directed
by Cleo Madison.
.
Thursday night the theatre will show another multiple bill. First on the
bill is La Jette, an experimental film by Chris Marker. It is considered by
many to be a masterpiece. La Jette is a brilliantly photographed black and
white film about metaspace and time. The second half of the double
feature is Jean Luc Godard's experimental film Le Gai Savior. This film is
based on Rousseau's classic Emile. It is set in a TV studio with intercuts of
the street. The film shows a married couple in the studio being interviewed.
P.D. James
It has no plot and is mostly about language and people.
uniforms. In this British National
Friday night Monty Python's lunacy presents And Now for Something Health Service clinic, a frontal
Different. This film stars British TV's most hilarious and outrageous lobotomy is one of the
comedy team in a wild set of gags and skits. Monty Python's Flying Circus requirements to be a psychiatrist.
is not only the funniest thing on TV but also one of the most comical on , Shroud for a Nightingale is a case
film.
study of wife-cheating physicians
Finally rounding the week off on Saturday night the SUB Theatre will with willing nurses. For an added
show Humphrey Bogart in Sahara. Bogie, in one of his toughest roles, · attraction, one top nurse is trying to
pJays Sgt. Joe Gunn, leader of an American tank crew which has been cut forget or bury her high-heeled
off by the Germans. He picks up some Ally stragglers and togeth~r they goose steps and claims of "I was
face the scorching heat of the Libyan desert and the pursuit of the Ger- only following orders." Also one of
mans. A good, realistic portrait of war.
the nurse victims was the leading
Also of interest to film freaks-the Film Committee will have a table on figure in a religious movement of
the Mall on Thursday and Friday from 1 to 3 p.m. Film catalogs will be blackmail for Jesus.
available in order to help the committee select a program for next year.
When one considers the precision
Happy film viewing.
.
with which James has written of the
poison within the bowels of the
student nurse, I'd be tempted to
state, "alimentary my dear Watson," but I won't.
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PERSONALS

GRINDER POCKETS ARE HERE at the Grinder

!'~:'!"'!· LIJ <;:o~n!~~!'c: -~0!~ ~ -~---··-~-~-"-"

------~-----------------

PASSPORT,IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowe~!
prices In town I F~~t, pleasing, ne~r UNM. Call 26S·
2444orcomcto 17l7GirardBivd, NE. tfn
LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Pro·
fesslonul Eclucators of New Me~ico, Inc. 8425200. tfn
--·--..,..-~---~--'

YI,JCCA COOLER SERVICE summer & winter
maintenance. Cooler wvers available. ,l 0% dlscoun£
to seniorcitl~ensphone 345..{)678. 10/6
NEED HELP WITH papers? Typing, editing, revl·
10/13

sio~ research, &consultation. 281·3001.

TUTOR WANTED FOR Transact, Analysis empha·
sis OIJ Nursing. Need to have taken course. Fcc com·
meosunue with degree. Phone 277·3597 Monday,
!'uesday, & :-"ednesdny after 8:00p.m. 1017
DARRY'S ELECTRONIC, REI'AIR. JIB San Pedro
SE, 265.{)33$. Color TV's, tape. decks, stereo, ampli·
fiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. IO"lo dis·
count for swdent with ID. Quick service. Used TV's
for sale. 10/21
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric, Guaran·

FOSSILIZED IVORY JEWELRY. 208 Dartmouth
NE, 26S·2338. J0/6
BEACON IO·SP!!BDSB0.00.24M410,

10/6

PEOPLE! FOXY REFl-ECTIONS a uni~sex hair
studio has 5 hair stylists to assist you. Across from
Presbyterian hospital I 123 Central NE. It costs no
morq for experienced l>tylist~. 842-8300. 10/13
1970 OTO HIOH PERFORMANCE 4·sp~d head.
Good Cond~2..{)764after6:00p.m. 1017

~rs.

B!CYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy, Some on sale. R.C. Hallett's.
843-9378. lfn
----~~--~--~-------

RALEIGH SPRITE EXCELLENT condition $75.00
842·138~ after Jive,
10/8
~77~~~~~---
CASUAL CHAIRS
$$0 each; bar $100; twin bed
$35; golf clubs $50; tables $40 each. Phone 268·5273,
10/8
FOSSILIZED IVORY JEWELRY. 208 Dartmouth
NE. 26S-2338. J0/12

FREE KITTENS 8 WEEKS pld. 898-2606 after
5:30. 10/11

~~-~~~:~a,son~~~~'::·~8~7147. -~

~ARC!UP:RITE-KE?P uptl~g-~o<l work!

170cm HEAD YAHOO SKIS look-GT bindings used
twice $I GO firm; mens Lange Phantom boots size-10
$85; ski rack $20.268-4813. 10/12

73 HONDA CIVIC ... ONLY three yecrs old. $800.00
or best offer-836-4131 for appointment. 10/8

GRIND.ER POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell SE. 10/8

TOTE GOTE MOUNTAIN scooter $150.00. Good
Condition. 877-1745, 10/11

1015

TRAVELLER IS AT Ned's El Portal; 4200 Central
AvenueSE. 10/14

-~-

ORINDHR POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder
Factory Ill Cornell SE, l0/6

BAKERY CAFE SPECIAL! Chlli·cheese sandwich
$1.25 W·F 11:30-3:00. tiS Yale, 10/8

CONFUSED? MAYBE WE can help you sort out
your thoughts, Cali AGORA 277-3013. 10/8

BELLY DANCE! CLASSES $5 weekly, Th;Biue
Harce1n. 255·1961. 10/12

COLD? STREETLITES CLOTHING Exchange buys
sells nnd trades line used clothing. Tu~day thru Sat·
urday IOta 5:303004 D. Central, 266-5275. 10/8

FLYING LESSONS: EARN your private Pilot's
License for $950; prepaid $885, Aeronautica Avla·
~~676. 10/12

OIUSEPPE-WIIAT DO YOU MEAN, YOU'RE
IN LOVE with a cheese & chili grinder pocket? 1
thought you only loved me. 1 was going to suggest we
move in together, but not now! 10/8

4.

HI TERRil LET'S dance again (Ned's last Friday
nile,) Cali me, Wait. 266-9986. 10/8

------

GET Tl)ESDA Y'S LODO to enter the Lobo football
contest. $45,00 in gift rerlificates given away cnth
week. Every Tu~day new contest, new winner, 10/6

2.

LOST & FOUND

FORSALE

~ECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selec·

11on, good people, L P Goodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(across from Fat Humohrey's). tfn
MADil!"RA ACOUSTIC GUITAR with hard shell
case. Beautiful condition, $215 or best ofrer, 2S5·
6569 evenings, I 0/8
FENDER STRATOCASTER SUNBURST excellent
condition $300. Honda Congas, Black. Excellent con·
dition $200. Whole deal $450,262-1037. 10/8

Women Studt~ Committee invites you to Open
House on Tues., Oct. S from 4 to 6 p,m, in Marron
Hall Rms. 233·238. Interested women can meet the
member~ of the faculty and staff of the Women
Studies Program and gain information about the
classes offered,

SLEEPING BAO R.B.I. McKinley 3 lbs. of down.
$60.00.243-4171. 10/6

--.c-.~.

PAP Clinics to be held every Wednesday from 9
to n,pon, Cali UNM Student Health Center at
217·3136.
•
Student Council for Exceptional Children will meet
Wed., Oct. 6 at 7 p.m. in Rm. 231, SUD. Please
cornel

FOUND: GERALDINE ANN King Hale's Athletic
card. Claim Marron Hall Room 131. tfn

3.

SERVICES

1972 MG MIDGET 32,000 miles, new transmission,
& painted recently, It needs a little work. 293·2261.
10/6
20 PORTABLE T-V's, $3Q to $GO, 441 Wyoming NE.
255·5981, 10/18
FISHER STEREO TAPE cassette player & recorder,
Dolby three·head auto stop: $150.00. Ask for Dan
or Steve, 881·2537. 10/6

GRINDER POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder Fac·
tory. I 1I Cornell SE. 10/8
MASSAUh9-6298-4718Juan, 10/27
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP a_n_d_P_llo-t-og-r-ap-1-,y
Gallery is ~ block from Johnson Oym on Cornell,
Special order service, tfn

1975 PANTERADE TOMASO original except for
custom paint $13,500, Interested buyers oniyl 266·
7506 after 6:00p.m. 10/6
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro
SE, 265..{)335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, ampli·
fiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. 10% dis·
count for students with 10. Quick service. Used TV's
for sale. 10/20

Total Experience.
Start Tho School Year
OH Right With A Body
Wovo. Go Curly Or
Whatovor. Y• OH Regular
Prico With Student ID.

GRINDER POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder Fac·
tory, Ill CorneliSE. 10/B
1971 HONDA CL-350, Excellent condition, just
tuned, $525 or best offer. 296-4026. 10/7
76 CORVETTE A.T., P.S., P.D., P.W., 350 L·82,
Mags, AM·FM, T·Top, 4,000miies. 836·3608.
10/12
.
'73 MERCURY COMET, EXCELLENT condition,
economical, good tires, new battery & paint, $2200
orbestoffer.247-9481. 10/12
VELOCIPEDLERS-2 DAY SERVICE or less on
most repairs, High quality bicycles at lowest prices in
town. 5 blocks south of Central on Yale (down the
street from those other guys). The Bike Shop, 605
Yale SE. 842-4100. 10/12
SPORTS CAR OWNERS! Pride Motors offers
speedy, reliable service of aU makes of sports and
touring imports. Tues.-Thurs. & Saturday. 8:30·
5:30, 256-1763. 10/15
COLOR TV. NEW warranty, color & tint controls,
big screen. Assume payments of $7.00 per month.
- 255-1534. 10/12
PEOPLE! FOXY REFLECTIONS-A uni-sex hair
studio-has 5 hair stylists to assist you. Across from
Presbyterian Hospital. 1123 Central NE, 842-8300, It
costs no more for experienced stylists. 10/6
DUE TO DIVORCE. 1977 brand-new Kirby vacuum.
Assume payments of $7.47 n month, New warranty.
255·1535. 10/12
FORMER UNM CONCERT Choir members-don·
ate or sell your old tuxedo and/or dress. Call Choral
Office: 277-4301. 10/12
SINGER SEWING MACHINE. Left in layaway,
not claimed. Equipped to buttonhole & zig-zag. Pay
Sl9.00&takemachine. 255·7534. 10112
HAND STITCH CO-OP, Personalized handmade
clothing & crafts. New members welcome 10·6 Man·
Sat. 2000 Central SE, 247-4498. 10/6
BRAND NEW MARRANTZ. Receiver still in box.
Must sell-need vacation money, 255·7534. 10/12
HAVE WAREHOUSE FULL of Jensen speakers,
receivers, tuners, amplifiers, cassettes, S·tracks,
CD's & reel-to·recl tape recorders. Sony-Pioneer·
Marrantz-Kenwood & others. Freight damagedstili in boxes. 10/22

·s.

Applications for the I976 Homecoming Queen arc
available in the ASUNM Office and the Alumni Of·
flee in the SUB. Deadline for applications and leUers
of recommendation is 5 p.m., Mon., Oct. 11.
.

Eyeglasses &
Contact Lenses

MISCELLANEOUS

at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co.

GRINDER. POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder Fac·
lory, Ill Cornell SE. 10/8

(Next door to Casey Rexal Drug)

Lomas at Washington 2~9

TO GIVE AWAY-Great Dane X puppy, needs
good home. For info call 243-6242 evenings. 10/7

TDDAY'S CBDSSWDBD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndica.te

--~------

LOST: TURQUOISE RING 9/30/76, First Ooor
S.U.B. Rewnrdl Call 247·2946. 10/11

A lecture and film will be presented on Roi fing
Wed., Oct. 6 at 3:30 p.m. ·in the Honors Center
Lounge,

, a.m.

8.

NIKKOR AUTO LENS FI.4 200mm $U), J<Ll.S
135mm $325, New condition. 266-8940. 10/8

Interested in pure Karate? Come to the Karate Club
introduction in Rm. 176, Johnson Gym either Oct. 5
or6.

Dr. Kenneth Lynn from Johns Hopkins will discuss
Mark Twain on Thurs., Oct. 7 at 1:30 p.m. in the
Honors Center Lounge,

LEAVING TOWN. '74, !4,000 miles, 4-door Deluxe
model, $50 down, Excellent condition. $85/mo.Cali
between 8& S, 345-4411, Arellano. 10/11

'68 441 BSA runs very good. Looks very good, New
transmission and clutch $475.00. 266-9482. 10/6

Homecom~g Committee Meeting, Wed,, Oct. 6 in
Rm. 230, SUB at 3 p.m. Pubiicis welcome.

Fall Intramural Tennis Classic open to ali faculty,
staff and students-l'tltries are due Oct. 8. Cali 4347
for information.

JOBS ON SHIPS! American, foreign, No experience
required. Excellent pay. World wide travel, Summer
job or career. Send $3,00 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. H-6 Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington
98362. 10/22

SCHWINN VARSITY. EXCELLENT new eondi·
tion, durable chain, bookrack, bottle $130. Negotia·
ble after 5:00 p.m.,'299-1120, 10/1 I

UNM Wilderness Study Commil!ee will meet
Tues., Oct. 5 at 7:30 p.m. in the third noor reading
room of Ortega Hail,

NMPIRG will be taking any complaints on E&S,
educational testing service. Come by I 07 Cornell SE
or call277·2757 or :277·2758,

SALE: P.LANTS, CLOTHING & misc. items. Scott
<.:opying Machine needs repair. 268-4936 after 2:00
p.m. 10/11
GRINDER POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder Fac·
tory. 111 Cornell SE. 10/8

GERMAN
SHEPHERD-PROFESSIONALLY
trained guard dog-spayed. 266-2000 evenings.
10/11

Mesa Chicana General Meeting on Tues., Oct. Sin
Rrn. 250 C at noon. Will discuss the University
President's Conference on Nfinority Concerns.

NMPIRG will be taking compiaims on Rentex Ser·
vice. Corne by I07C Cornell SE or call 277-2757 or
277·2758.

ACROSS
1 Veins:
Mining
6 Spongellke
cake
10 Son of Noah
14 "Tugboat

"
15 Black: Poet.
16 Ethnic
dance
17 Spirited war
horse
18 "Ladles and
20 For each
21 Mine tunnel
23 Rapidly
24 Canal Zone
lake
26 Narrow
academics
28 Man's name
30 Propelling
influence
31 Loathed
32 Time tables
36 Nice friend
37 Eucharistic
plate
38 Professional
man's
charge
39 Reduces
42 Remove
viscous
matter
44 Fell into evil
ways
45 Defl~ct

46 Bundles of
sticks: Var.
49 St.
Lawrence,
for one
50 Arnu lfo ----:
Pan ana
pres.
51 Arrive
52 Kind of
raincoat:
Brit.
55 Rejected as
inferior: 2
words
58 Hal-----:
Movie VIP
60 Fr. pronoun
61 In the
direction of
62 ----percha:
Rubbery
substance
63 Mrs. Dick
Tracy
64 Nobleman
65 Organic
compound

Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:
~S~T~A~M~P--~E-G~G~S--~S~E~R~T

OATER
TART
OLEO
STATE
ALAR
ALTA
HAREMSISPEAKERS
R I 0 T I HA VE N 0 T
ALAMEDASIMID
SOLARIBAREDIISET
PLANIDOFORIVETO
S A Y I WA R E S I D I C T A

CANI S E L E CT E D
STRANDSISENT

P R I NT I NGI S T 0 R E 5
RATA

EARS

IRISH

E YE D

SKI S

S I NT0

E 5 5 A

T E T E

T A K E R

8--- ton:
Style
9 Adjective
suffix
10 Astronaut
Alan B.

34 Hind part
35 Spanish
painter
37 Piece
40 Gives
pleasure to
41 Jagged
42 Differ in
11 Made up of
opinion
people
43 Woman in
"12 The chosen
Genesis
"13 Equine
45 Gloomy
features
46 Cut ~em's
19Heavy
4 7.~~~~::~.
22 Bill collector
Ger.eraily
25 "---Maria" 48 Fish in~ nets
DOWN
26 Length units 49 Electrrcal
1 Hand tool
device part
2 Sh leld part 27 Parallel
28 Herring-like 51 Clever
3 Vigorous
fish
53 Gret?k
4 Interjection 29 Docile
penmsula
of shock
54 Fish
56 Plun~;~e
5 Quietened 30 Joined
closely
57 Individual
with drugs
59 Door sign
6Commence 32 Examples
33 Conse7 Aid
quence

FORRENT

WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE, non·smoker,
to share 3-bedroom/2-bathroom, NE home. Approx·
imateiy $90/mo., 299-8294. 10/11
FOR RENT... FURNISHED room, nonsmoker,
private bath, light kitchen priviieg~. S3/day. 897·
0131. 10/6

Meet Bill Rane
New Mexico author of
Talfulano
At the Living Batch
Thursday Octoqer 10 at 2:00PM

CLEAN ONE BEDROOM, utilities furnished,
$180.00 one or two. Outside pets. Ready Deposit.
877-1745. I0/8

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME JOn. Graduate students only. Must be
over 21 years old, Need two part-time employees for
day work. Also, have positions for Friday and Saturday nights. Apply in person only. No phone calls
please. Save Way Liquor Store 5704 Lomas NE.
10/6
YOUNG JUDEA IS looking for interested and qual·
ified Jewish leaders, Cail277·5561 or243·7374.
10/8

TALFULANO

GETTING KICKED AROUND by economic pro·
biems? If you want to make your own breaks, caD for
interview. 255·1353 5·1 p.m. 10/11
EARN $400.00 MONTHLY PART-TIME. Call 242·
8152 12:00 till 2:00 only! 10/6

A first Novel of the West written in "ventilated prose"'
in the tradition of Ken Kesc};--V;li:lH~m"·fZ«-sa~k-e, ·Richard
Brautigan and Edward Dorn. The best novel in years>
said The Living Batch, an .independent bookstore of small
presses, big politics and sound critical judgment. •

No phone. We encourage browsing.

Doubleaoss
a friend.

